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foundation Alexander has seriously overplayed his hand. Throughout his book he displays
a strong (Romantic!) tendency to exaggerate, to push potentially valid points “over the
top”, in substance or in rhetoric or both – his declaration that modern mathematics flees
“worldly contamination” (p. 269) typifies many cases. And as in such small details, so also
in his larger purpose. He has erected the few suggestive links between mathematics and the
Romantic Zeitgeist into a theory whose vast reach and implication neither the historical
record nor everyday experience will support. He misidentifies the truly novel features of
modern mathematics, and he greatly underestimates its autonomous internal dynamic;
and, correspondingly, in ascribing to the legends of Galois, Abel, Bolyai and Cauchy a
determining influence on its real innovations, its technical progress and its popular image
he makes claims which he does not, and in my view cannot, substantiate. He has written
an original and attractive book, and I suspect that some readers will find his heroes and
martyrs Romantically appealing. But he has also given new proof, were proof still needed,
that history tends to be subtler than historians’ cherished theories.
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Edwin Abbott’s Flatland (1884) is a deceptive little book. Masquerading as a fanciful
exploration of multi-dimensional geometry, it is, as its author tells us ‘A Romance of Many
Dimensions’. Its hero is A Square (a pun on Abbott’s name: Edwin Abbott Abbott) who
lives in a two-dimensional world where all the men are geometric figures and all the women
are straight lines. One day a Sphere arrives and takes him to a world of three dimensions,
and the Square’s mind is laid open to the possibility that worlds may exist which he can
never fully understand – worlds of three or even four or more dimensions. The story is
divided with near-mathematical precision into two halves: Part I is a stinging satire on con-
temporary society while Part II deals with the topic Abbott later told his readers was the
primary subject of the text [Abbott, 1897, 28–29]. Flatland it appears is a spiritual exercise
– an allegorical odyssey through the scientific and philosophical challenges facing liberal
Christianity at the end of the 19th century. Woe betide any editor, then, who tries to pro-
duce the definitive edition of this slippery tale.
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endeavour. The editors are both professors of mathematics (Lindgren at Slippery Rock
University and Banchoff at Brown University) and Banchoff has long been recognised as
the world’s leading authority on Abbott. Not surprisingly, then, the strengths of this edition
lie in its mathematical annotations. It’s not easy to read – it is laid out as a series of double-
page spreads with the story on the left hand page and the notes on the right – but the anno-
tations are so extensive that they need the space. The downside is that, occasionally, the
notes get in the way of the story. While the editors are better placed than most to determine
how much help an audience of young mathematicians needs, it would be difficult for any-
one to strike the perfect balance. Flatland is comic fantasy and like any joke that needs
explanation, something is lost in translation each time the story is interrupted.
The book’s primary readership has long been amongst students of mathematics, espe-
cially in the United States, and Lindgren and Banchoff’s new edition is best suited to this
audience. There are some niggling idiosyncrasies along the way – presumably the ‘Harold
Candler’ who was Abbott’s ‘dearest friend for more than sixty years’ (p. 258) is the ‘How-
ard Candler’ to whom Flatland is dedicated (p. 13), just as J.J. Sylvester became ‘J.L.’ in an
earlier paper by Banchoff [1990] and George Henry Lewes became ‘Charles’ – but we
should not be misled by an occasional slip. The introduction and appendices are authori-
tative and informative, especially Appendix B2, ‘A “mathematical biography” of Edwin
Abbott Abbott’. The editors have modestly declined to give a full biography of Abbott,
claiming that there is insufficient information available, but their ‘chronology’ listing his
achievements and publications is a welcome profile of this elusive author.
Where Lindgren and Banchoff’s interpretation leaves itself open to criticism, though, is
in its sensitivity to the story’s 19th-century cultural context. The editors’ intention is to
make the text more accessible to a modern audience, so the bulk of the annotations concen-
trate on Abbott’s archaic phraseology, his mathematics and his assumed references to clas-
sical Greece. But this can lead to some misleading interpretations. For example, Gustav
Fechner is cited as one of the ‘three writers whose works might have influenced Abbott’
on the grounds that he was ‘the first person to use “flatland” as a device for understanding
higher dimensions’ (p. 4). This may be true, but Fechner’s mathematical works were barely
recognised in England at the time, so even allowing for the fact that Abbott was ‘fluent in
German’ (p. 4), Fechner’s Kleine Schriften (1875) seems an unlikely source of inspiration.
The ‘book-worm’ analogy (see below) of J.J. Sylvester and W.K. Clifford which had been
featuring in the British periodical press since 1869 seems a more likely source, along with
the work of Hermann von Helmholtz and Charles Hinton, the other two writers whom
the editors list.
More importantly, though, despite the fact that this edition abounds with factual detail
about the period, it underplays that element of 19th-century culture which precipitates
Flatland’s central conundrum. On first reading, the story seems to be a long and elaborate
extension of Sylvester’s book-worm analogy, in which case Lindgren and Banchoff’s literal
interpretation – almost a translation – of the text appears entirely appropriate. But if, as
Abbott tells us in his later writings, he intended the story primarily to be a spiritual journey,
their exposition seems too straightforward. Abbott’s decision to cloak his theological text in
a geometrical fantasy about life in two dimensions prompts the question: why did he choose
geometry? The enigma is central to our understanding of Flatland and crucial if we are to
appreciate the role mathematics played in 19th-century popular culture. The story’s
geometrical setting implies that, at least for certain sections of the educated British public,
non-Euclidean geometry, not Darwinism, was the pre-eminent, progressive, revolutionary
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this edition barely addresses the issue. It comes tantalizingly close, even quoting passages
from Abbott’s other writings that begin to explain his reasoning, but the editors never quite
make the connection between Christianity and higher-dimensional geometry explicit.
Frustratingly their annotations tend to veer off from the topic, finding parallels with
mathematics or Greek mythology rather than Abbott’s theology. So the central question
as to why he chose a geometrical medium remains open.
The answer may be that he was employing it as philosophical shorthand. By 1884, stories
about creatures living in two-dimensional worlds and working busily on geometries that
confounded Euclid’s axioms would have been familiar to the periodical-reading public, per-
haps almost too familiar. Throughout the 1870s, mathematicians had conveyed Riemann
and Lobachevskii’s geometries through metaphor, calling on the public to imagine how
difficult it would be for creatures like book-worms living on a single page to conceive of
our world of three dimensions. In this way, they hoped to demonstrate that Euclid’s axioms,
which Sylvester had described with heavy irony in 1869 as ‘second in sacredness to the
Bible alone, and as one of the advanced outposts of the British Constitution’ [Sylvester,
1869–1870, 262], were not incontrovertible but were products of experience.
Abbott returns to this familiar territory in Flatland at least in part because the geometrical
imagery allows him to echo those mathematical papers and so leave unstated all the chal-
lenging themes that they addressed – Kantian notions of absolute truth, of transcendental
intuition, even of religious certainty. The problem for Lindgren and Banchoff is that, as a
result, what Abbott wants to say in Flatland is not written on the page.
Flatland is so unlike Abbott’s other books that it was left out of his entry in the 1937
Dictionary of National Biography. He was an ordained clergyman and a teacher and wrote
mostly on theology – indeed, as Rosemary Jann has argued in one of the papers [Jann,
1985] suggested in the ‘Recommended Reading’ section (p. 268), Flatland really only makes
sense if it is read alongside these other works. The temptation is for the modern student to
blame any obscurities in the story on its 19th-century heritage, but to judge from early
reviews it was as abstruse and elusive for the Victorians as it is for us. An anonymous critic
declared in The Athenaeum, London’s prestigious literary and scientific periodical, when the
story was published ‘That whimsical book Flatland. . . seems to have a purpose, but what
that may be it is hard to discover’ [Anonymous, 1884].
The difficulty is that there is a fundamental mismatch between Abbott’s original ambi-
tions for Flatland and the reader’s desire to decode the text. This presents a particular
obstacle for Lindgren and Banchoff whose professed aim is to give an authoritative ‘expla-
nation’ of the story. Abbott calls Flatland a ‘Romance’, by which, as our editors tell us, he
means: ‘a prose narrative that treats imaginary characters involved in events quite different
in time and place from those of ordinary life’ (p. 1). This kind of romance was archaic by
the 19th century but had been prevalent in the 16th and 17th, a period on which Abbott was
an expert – see, for example, [Abbott, 1870, 1877, 1885]. Sixteenth-century romances were
both topical satire and allegory but they were also exercises in piety – the heroes underwent
a series of fantastical adventures in which they were exposed to certain temptations or argu-
ments, and the reader was simultaneously tempted or convinced along with them. The idea
was that he or she (usually he) would nominally experience a fall from grace by sharing in
the sins of the hero. The spiritual aspect of that journey was the vital element – what was
said on the page was less important than the response it evoked in the reader.
Dressed in the guise of an imaginative commentary on mathematics, Flatland is a
romance in this sense. Its theological arguments are esoteric and largely obsolete, which
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motivation for writing the story and so it seems a shame that the relevant studies are not
foregrounded in the otherwise extensive appendices. His argument was that, now that
mathematics had demonstrated that other worlds could exist, Christians had to recognise
that God must be more than ‘just’ omniscient, omnipresent and omnipotent. Any being
– good or evil – who descended from an unseen fourth dimension could manifest those
attributes without being Godly, as revealed by the Sphere. Christians had to look beyond
the scriptures for a modern foundation for their religion.
Lindgren and Banchoff’s edition of Flatland understandably concentrates on what
Abbott wrote rather than what he left unsaid, but this has led to some complications. By
underrating the Christian overtones of the story, the editors have inadvertently over-
emphasised other allusions, particularly the parallels with ancient Greece. Abbott was a
classicist, as well as a mathematics graduate, so Greek philosophy seems an obvious source
of inspiration, but Flatland is largely topical satire and many of the political and social
comments in the story refer not so much to the autocratic regime in ancient Greece as to
that in contemporary Germany. Bismarck’s Prussian-led Germany was often compared
in the British press to the ancient Greek State and even the words ‘despot’ and ‘autocrat’,
often used to describe him, would have echoed their Hellenic origins to a more classically-
literate Victorian audience. Abbott hints at the links between Flatland and Germany in his
use of the term ‘Gymnasium’ to describe the corrective school for the near-circular
Polygons (p. 100). As Lindgren and Banchoff point out, the word is derived from Greek,
but refers in Germany to ‘a school designed to prepare students for the universities’
(p. 103). The association seems meaningless today but was politically loaded at the time.
Flatland has long been recognised as a parody of contemporary English society, but (if
you’ll forgive the pun) there is something that does not quite square with England – a point
which has been overlooked not just by Lindgren and Banchoff but by recent reviewers gen-
erally. In Flatland, Configuration is everything. As Lindgren and Banchoff note, the stric-
tures of class were all-pervasive in Victorian England: they quote the American novelist
Henry James’s observation that: ‘The essentially hierarchical plan of English society is
the great and ever-present fact’ (p. 27). But class was not simply a matter of birth. Conduct
and good manners were also important, at least in the eyes of the urban middle classes. The
Victorians believed that they were part of a progressive meritocracy. The plight of the poor
was insupportable and the ‘woman’s question’ was demanding urgent re-examination but
otherwise late-Victorian society saw itself as relatively fluid and reformative. Abbott’s
London had telephones, telegraphs and electric lighting; it was more like the Paris of Jules
Verne than the London of Charles Dickens. Flatland is not England in the early 1880s: it is
England’s alter-ego if ‘Bismarck’s State Socialism’ takes hold.
Flatland is a delight – a wonderful, rich, multi-dimensional story, and Lindgren and
Banchoff’s edition is an authoritative interpretation. It has glitches and gaps, but its scope
makes it an invaluable research tool. Those interested in the Christian elements of the story
may also wish to read Rosemary Jann’s edition of Flatland [Jann, 2006] as well as [Jann,
1985] and [Smith et al., 1996]. In addition, The Times Digital Archive gives a good overview
of the contemporary British attitude towards German socialism.
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